
Mounted Games – Game rules 

Bending – like a relay – each team member, with the baton goes up through the bending poles and 

back down then passes the baton to the next person. Once all 4 members have been, the game is 

complete. They must not miss any bending poles or they will have to go back and do them again. 

Change overs must be behind the start line (same rule for all the games) and if the baton is dropped 

during changeover, the member that has just been gets off and picks it up (same rule for all games). 

Sword & Hoop –2 members start at the Start line and 2 at the changeover line. The first member 

with the sword at the start line goes and retrieves a hoop then passes the sword to the next member 

at the changeover line. They then retrieve a sword and pass it at the start line and so on. Each 

member can attempt any hoop, if any drop to the floor it is up to the team to decide who gets off (ie 

the member that dropped it, the next member or the member going last. 

Flags – Each team starts with a flag. They then start by taking the flag to the furthest away cone. On 

their way back the must collect another flag and pass this, behind the start line to the next team 

member. The game continues until 4 flags are in the  furthest cone and the last team member 

retrieves the final flag in the closest cone to finish. 

Stepping Stones – 2 members start at the start line and 2 at the changeover line. The first member 

goes, jumps off and runs across all 6 stepping stones then crosses the changeover line where the 

next member goes and so on. They must not miss any stepping stones and if they do they must go 

back and do them all again or they get disqualified. 

Ball & Bucket – each team starts with a tennis ball. When the game begins they must put the ball in 

the bucket – if the miss they must get off and place it in the bucket- and then retrieve another ball 

and pass to the next member behind the start line. This continues until the last member who has to 

place the final ball in the bucket on the way back. 

Pyramid - The aim of the game is stack the boxes spelling JDH PC on the bin closest to the start line. 

To do this they must spell JDH PC backwards. Each member goes and retrieves a box from the bin at 

the top and then places it on the bin closest to the start. Each box must be stacked onto the other 

boxes on the new bin. If any team member knocks the boxes and or the board off the bin they must 

get off and pick them all back up! They can get away with not having the boxes perfectly stacked and 

it helps if they can stop themselves throwing the boxes on! 

PONYCLUB – The aim of this game is to spell PONYCLUB down the bending pole.  Like the Pyramid 

race they must spell PONYCLUB backwards. Each member goes twice and retrieves a cup from the 

bin and places it on the pole. If any team member knocks cups or the cups and the board off the bin 

they must get off and pick them all back up! Also, the letters must be the correct way on the pole! 


